
NP960QFG-KA3IN | NP960QFG-KA2IN | NP960QFG-KA1IN

13th Gen Intel Core Processor - i5, i71

3K Dynamic AMOLED 120Hz Display* | 40.6 cm

16GB LPDDR5

512GB | 1TB SSD

76Wh^

Included

Processor

Display

Memory

Storage

Battery

S Pen

Images simulated for representational purposes only. Colours as per the availability. ¹Intel Core is a trademark/ registered trademark of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. *Display size is measured diagonally, actual 
viewable area is less due to rounded corners and the camera hole. Some certain applications or game interfaces may support less than 120Hz due to reasons like compatibility. ^Typical value tested under third party laboratory 
conditions. Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960 standard. Individual results may vary. Rated minimum capacity is 
73.9 Wh. Internal memory capacity may vary. Actual internal storage may vary.
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1

Weighing in at under 1.8kg and encased in a sturdy, compact aluminum body, 
Galaxy Book3 Pro 360 is portable enough to take it just about anywhere. Grab this 
convertible laptop in Graphite or Beige and work on the go*.

2

Turn your bright ideas into inspiring content — simply flip the screen, grab the S Pen 
and jot down ideas, sketch, draw, and fine-tune photos and videos with incredible 
precision.

Images simulated for representational purposes only. Colours as per the availability. S-Pen is inclusive of box. Adobe and Photoshop are trademarks/ registered trademarks of ADOBE INC. *Thickness, weight and colour 
availability vary by model, configuration and country. 

Design that bends over backwards

S Pen. To screen. To life



4

Step up your game and speed up your work with blazing-fast speeds and smooth 
performance. Your workloads and games are no match for the latest 13th Gen 
Intel® Core™ processor^. 

3

Immerse yourself in true, crisp 3K (2880x1800) resolution that lets you see everything 
in bold color and sharp detail — even if your office is outdoors. Plus enjoy 120Hz 
smoothness as you type, tap and draw*.

Step up your game and speed up your work with blazing-fast speeds and smooth 
performance. Your workloads and games are no match for the latest 13th Gen 

Image Simulates for representational purpose. Adobe and After Effects are trademarks/ registered trademarks of ADOBE INC. *Screen size varies by model. Screen is measured diagonally, actual viewable area is less 
due to rounded corners and the camera hole. Some certain applications or game interfaces may support less than 120Hz due to reasons like compatibility. ^Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core and Intel Evo are trademarks/ 
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. CPU and GPU specifications vary depending on model, country, or region.

Hustle. Grind. Create. Unwind

True-to-life, true-to-touch 
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5

With an expanded touch pad* and wide range of built-in ports, get the plugs and versatility 
you've been searching for — HDMI, USB-A, microSD slot and even two Thunderbolt 4 ports 
for blazing-fast 40 Gbps file transfers. No dongle needed.

6

Stay powered through your projects with a long-lasting battery^. Then, take a power 
nap as your laptop charges up in a flash — with a light and compact charger** that 
even works with your other Galaxy devices.

More touch pad. More possibility

Keeps up with you day and night

Image Simulates for representational purpose. Adobe and Photoshop are trademarks/ registered trademarks of ADOBE INC. *Touch pad size compared with Galaxy Book2 Pro 39.62cm and Galaxy Book2 Pro 360 39.62cm. 
**Compact charger included in box. Size of compact charger is comparable with the size of Galaxy Buds2 Pro. ^Typical value tested under third party laboratory conditions. Actual Battery life may vary depending on network 
environment, usage patterns and other factors. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960 standard. Individual results may vary.



Quad Speaker System, AKG by Harman & Dolby ATMOS
(Games, Movies)

7

Get your popcorn ready — the quad-speaker system on Galaxy Book3 Pro 360 
features four immersive speakers, AKG and Dolby Atmos* technology to 
ensure a crystal-clear experience from opening scene to post-credits.

8

Studio Mode gets you camera-ready with smart features — from enhanced AI Noise 
Cancelling, to Auto Framing^ and background effects. Combined with the wide-angle 
camera and studio-quality mics, it ensures you look and sound your best on every 
video call**.

Images simulated for representational purpose only. Colours as per the availability. *Dolby Atmos and the double-D symbol are trademarks/ registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. **Screen 
simulation shows Microsoft Teams video calling with chat and polling. Microsoft Teams is licensed separately. Features and app availability may vary by region. Microsoft Teams is a trademark/ registered trademark of 
Microsoft Corporation. ^Certain resolutions and ratios may not be supported. Certain functions may not be available when Auto framing is on. Only people can be recognized, and there is a limit to how many people may be 
recognized.

Studio Mode has entered the video chat

STUDIO QUALITY DUAL MICS

STUDIO MODE

1080P HI-RES WIDE - ANGLE CAMERA
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9 10

Go from sharing project updates to 
jumping on an online call with the 
super-fast speeds of Wi-Fi 6E^, or 
hook up to your phone's connection 
easily via Instant Hotspot to use its 
data network instead.

Next-level networking

Images simulated for representational purpose only. Colours as per the availability. *Secured-core PCs require specific configuration by the user to fully enable the highest level of protection against attacks. **To use 
Windows Hello requires specialized hardware, including fingerprint reader, illuminated IR sensor or other biometric sensors and capable devices. ^Wi-Fi 6E availability may vary due to laptop model, OS version, country, 
location, network conditions and other factors. Wi-Fi 6E wireless network routers are required and sold separately. ^^Galaxy Tab S8, Galaxy S23+, Galaxy Watch4, Galaxy Buds2 and S Pen shown are sold separately. Third 
Party logos/images are registered marks of respective third parties.

Protect your content with Secured-Core 
PC* — sophisticated layers of security 
safeguard the hardware and defend the 
firmware and OS from attacks. Lock 
down your IDs and biometrics**, so you 
are secure no matter where creativity 
takes you. 

Your brilliant ideas stay yours

11

Whether it’s easily and securely transfering files from and to any Galaxy device or 
transforming your Galaxy Tablet into an additional display, say hello to a connected 
experience unlike any other^^. 

A seamless experience across Galaxy



Phone Link^^ puts your recently 
viewed web pages, texts and even 
calls right on your PC. No Wi-Fi? 
Hook up to your phone's data con-
nection via Instant Hotspot¹.

13

Control your Galaxy devices 
seamlessly across operating systems. 
Simply sign in with your Samsung 
account and use your PC to operate 
your phone or tablet, drag and drop 
files or copy and paste text and 
images between devices**.

15 Pick up where you left off,
from phone to PC

Multitasking, mastered

14

Second Screen^ lets you get an instant 
dual-monitor experience when you 
place your PC and tablet side by side. 
Use Extension Mode to drag and 
rearrange screens, or Duplicate Mode to 
mirror one to the other.

Expand your workspace
with Second Screen

12

Memorizing passwords is a thing of 
the past. Using biometrics, Samsung 
Pass lets you sign into websites and 
apps instantly with ID and password 
autofill — it's that simple.

Instant sign-in at your fingertip

Images simulated for representational purpose only. Colours as per the availability. Galaxy S23+ sold separately. **Samsung Multi Control requires updated tablets with One UI 4.1 or higher versions and works on Galaxy Book 
series devices released in 2021 or later with either Samsung Settings v1.5 (Intel) or Samsung Settings v3.3 (ARM). Some models may have limited feature support. ^Second screen is available on select Galaxy models only, 
including Galaxy Tab S7, S7+, S7 FE, S8, S8+ and S8 Ultra. ^^Phone Link requires linking a Samsung Galaxy smartphone to a Windows PC through ‘Link to Windows’ app on phone and 'Phone Link' app on PC and following the set-up 
prompts, including being signed into the same Microsoft account. ¹Instant Hotspot is activated via the Phone Link application on Galaxy Book3 Pro 360. Third Party logos/images are registered marks of respective third parties
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Transferring your data from your old laptop to your Galaxy Book3 Pro is as simple as 
one, two, switch^.

17 Switching made simple

Quick Share* lets you seamlessly share files with nearby devices through direct 
wireless pairing. Need to share something more personal? Private Share** makes 
sure it stays protected by encrypting your files with blockchain technology.

16 Share quickly, share privately

Images simulated for representational purpose only. Colours as per the availability. *Available on Galaxy device with One UI 2.1 or later versions installed. Quick Share uses Bluetooth Low Energy and Wi-Fi Direct. **The 
transferable type, number, capacity and expiry date of files as well as the number of simultaneous file shares in Private Share may be limited. ^Availability of Galaxy Book Smart Switch may vary depending on OS. There 
may be certain file that cannot be transferred, in which case user will be informed during program execution.




